Autonomy-Encouraging Feedback

Graded Cueing

Encouraging user autonomy in health behavior tasks using socially assistive robotics could promote improved user health even after the robot intervention is over. Graded cueing is an occupational therapy technique of minimum required feedback. In this process, a therapist guides a patient through a task, providing prompting when necessary. When the patient needs prompting, the therapist gives the patient a hint, encouraging them to remember and perform as much of the task autonomously as possible. In addition to encouraging autonomy, the therapist must also give the patient sufficient feedback to not frustrate them if they have to ask for help and over. The challenge in using graded cueing is choosing the level of specificity of feedback that is the most appropriate for each patient, which is captured in our model.
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**Modeling Graded Cuing**

Our computational model of graded cueing is a series of increasingly specific prompts (P), the first of which (anywhere from P1 to PN) is selected by a probabilistic model based on each user’s previous performance. From there, if the user requires another prompt, the robot provides the next more specific prompt from the prompt list. If the user reaches the most specific prompt and still does not execute the task correctly, the robot then switches to another instantiation of the task. PN represents a state where the user does not require prompting. In the initial studies presented here, the graded cueing model is implemented on a one-goal, one-step task, arm pose imitation, and a two-goal, one-step task, food choice. With multiple goals, the feedback given by the robot is a combination of the feedback for each individual goal.

Imitation Game with Children with ASDs

The graded cueing model was implemented as a Copy-Cat game based on arm pose imitation of a Nao robot by a child with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) [1]. The task was broken down into four levels of prompt specificity. The graded cueing model was tested in a study with 12 children with ASDs aged 7-10 in an all-ASD special needs classroom environment. Participants were divided into two groups of six, one group receiving graded cueing feedback from the robot, and the other receiving the most specific feedback in every round. This comparison was chosen to test that a method of feedback that encouraged autonomy could do at least as well as a “hand-holding” feedback style that always gives the user the maximum amount of information to accomplish the task. Participants had five 10-minute sessions with the robot (10 rounds of imitation practice) over 2.5 weeks.

Results

The graded cueing condition was found to be the same or more effective in increasing imitation accuracy than the control condition within individual rounds of imitation. One “round” of imitation refers to one robot pose, consisting of a left and right arm position, and all subsequent prompting that may be necessary. Participants in the graded cueing condition either saw a slight improvement in imitation accuracy (decreased error) or remained the same within every round of imitation where they required feedback from the robot. The control group either saw no change or a slight decrease in accuracy (increased error). The measure for an increase or decrease in error used is the slope of the average error over all necessary prompts of more than 0.1 or less than – 0.1, respectively. This result shows potential for autonomy-encouraging feedback being used instead of maximally specific feedback in future work.

The graded cueing model was not sufficiently exercised to show any trends in user accuracy on a scale larger than one round of imitation.

Nutrition Education Activity with First Grade Children

We then expanded the graded cueing model as part of a larger study of long-term human-robot interaction in a nutrition education context with the DragonBot robot [2]. In this implementation, graded cueing was used to give feedback to children who were learning about nutrition. The children interacted one-on-one with the robot, choosing foods for the robot and placing them on a plate in front of the robot. The robot then gave feedback on the food choices. The foods included healthy (e.g., all-bran cereal, wheat bread, milk) and unhealthy (e.g., white bread, chocolate milk, doughnut) choices. The goal of the game for the children was to fill the “plate” with all the healthy foods available and none of the unhealthy ones. There were 4 levels of feedback used, all verbal, ranging from “I’m not sure that’s right,” to “The healthy foods should be on the plate.”
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**Nutrition Education Activity with First Grade Children**

Lessons Learned

The initial implementation treated what was actually two goals as a single goal, assuming the children would only add or remove one food item at a time. However, we observed that, after receiving feedback that some of their food choices were unhealthy, some children removed all food items from the plate and tried an entirely different combination. We revised the graded cueing implementation to use two goals treated as two separate instantiations of graded cueing, in order to accommodate multiple responses with the same ratio of healthy-to-unhealthy choices. Real-world health behavior tasks will have multiple goals and multiple steps toward each goal.
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